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The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or 
technical characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein. This 
documentation is not intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for 
determining suitability or reliability of these products for specific user applications. It 
is the duty of any such user or integrator to perform the appropriate and complete 
risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products with respect to the relevant 
specific application or use thereof. Neither Schneider Electric nor any of its affiliates 
or subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information contained 
herein. If you have any suggestions for improvements or amendments or have 
found errors in this publication, please notify us. 

 

No part of this document may be reproduced in any form or by any means, 
electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, without express written 
permission of Schneider Electric. 

 

All pertinent state, regional, and local safety regulations must be observed when 
installing and using this product. For reasons of safety and to help ensure 
compliance with documented system data, only the manufacturer should perform 
repairs to components. 

 

When devices are used for applications with technical safety requirements, the 
relevant instructions must be followed. 

 

Failure to use Schneider Electric software or approved software with our hardware 
products may result in injury, harm, or improper operating results. 

 

Failure to observe this information can result in injury or equipment damage. 

© 2012 Schneider Electric. All rights reserved. 
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Safety Information 
  

 

 

Important Information 

NOTICE 

Read these instructions carefully, and look at the equipment to become familiar with the 
device before trying to install, operate, or maintain it. The following special messages 
may appear throughout this documentation or on the equipment to warn of potential 
hazards or to call attention to information that clarifies or simplifies a procedure. 

 

The addition of this symbol to a Danger or Warning safety label 
indicates that an electrical hazard exists, which will result in personal 
injury if the instructions are not followed. 

 

This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential 
personal injury hazards. Obey all safety messages that follow this 
symbol to avoid possible injury or death. 

 

 DANGER 
DANGER indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if not avoided, 
will result in death or serious injury. 

 

 WARNING 
WARNING indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, can 
result in death or serious injury. 

 

 CAUTION 
CAUTION indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, can 
result in minor or moderate injury. 

 

NOTICE 
NOTICE is used to address practices not related to physical injury. 

PLEASE NOTE 

Electrical equipment should be installed, operated, serviced, and maintained only by 
qualified personnel. No responsibility is assumed by Schneider Electric for any 
consequences arising out of the use of this material. 

A qualified person is one who has skills and knowledge related to the construction 
and operation of electrical equipment and the installation, and has received safety 
training to recognize and avoid the hazards involved. 
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About the Book 
  

 

 

At a Glance 

Document Scope 

This document describes one of the SoMachine examples. 

Since the example described in this document is intended for learning purposes 
only, it must not be run, nor tested, on products that are part of a machine or 
process. 

 

Validity Note 

This document has been updated with the release of SoMachine V3.1. 

The technical characteristics of the device(s) described in this manual also appear 
online. To access this information online: 
 

Step Action 

1 Go to www.schneider-electric.com 

2 In the Search box on the home page, type a model number. Do not type any blank 
spaces in the model number. To get information on a grouping of similar modules, you 
can use the characters **; do not use dots or xx's. 

3 Under All, click Products → Product Datasheets and select the model number that 
interests you. 

4 To save or print a data sheet as a .pdf file, click Export to PDF. 

 

The characteristics presented in this manual should be the same as those that 
appear online. In line with our policy of constant improvement we may revise 
content over time to improve clarity and accuracy. In the event that you see a 
difference between the manual and online information, use the online information as 
your reference. 
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Related Documents 

Title of Documentation Reference Number 

Modicon M258 Logic Controller Hardware Guide EIO0000000432 (ENG); 
EIO0000000433 (FRE); 
EIO0000000434 (GER); 
EIO0000000435 (SPA); 
EIO0000000436 (ITA); 
EIO0000000437 (CHS) 

Modicon M258 Logic Controller Programming 
Guide 

EIO0000000402 (ENG); 
EIO0000000403 (FRE); 
EIO0000000404 (GER); 
EIO0000000405 (SPA); 
EIO0000000406 (ITA); 
EIO0000000407 (CHS) 

Modicon M258 Logic Controller System Functions 
and Variables M258 PLCSystem Library 

EIO0000000584 (ENG); 
EIO0000000585 (FRE); 
EIO0000000586 (GER); 
EIO0000000588 (SPA); 
EIO0000000587 (ITA); 
EIO0000000589 (CHS) 

Modicon LMC058 Motion Controller Hardware 
Guide 

EIO0000000438 (ENG); 
EIO0000000439 (FRE); 
EIO0000000440 (GER); 
EIO0000000441 (SPA); 
EIO0000000442 (ITA); 
EIO0000000443 (CHS) 

Modicon LMC058 Motion Controller Programming 
Guide 

EIO0000000408 (ENG); 
EIO0000000409 (FRE); 
EIO0000000410 (GER); 
EIO0000000411 (SPA); 
EIO0000000412 (ITA); 
EIO0000000413 (CHS) 

Modicon LMC058 Motion Controller System 
Functions and Variables LMC058 PLCSystem 
Library Guide 

EIO0000000566 (ENG); 
EIO0000000567 (FRE); 
EIO0000000568 (GER); 
EIO0000000570 (SPA); 
EIO0000000569 (ITA); 
EIO0000000571 (CHS) 
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   About the Book 

Product Related Information 

This document and its related SoMachine project file focus on specific Functions 
and Function Blocks of the Schneider Electric libraries provided with SoMachine, 
and on specific features available in SoMachine if these features are related to 
these libraries. They are intended to help you with developing, testing, 
commissioning, and integrating applicative software of your own design on control 
systems. 

It is intended for new SoMachine users who already have some degree of expertise 
in the design and programming of control systems. 

 

 WARNING 
UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION 

 Only use software approved by Schneider Electric for use with this equipment. 
 Update your application program every time you change the physical hardware 

configuration. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death, serious injury, or 
equipment damage. 

 

 WARNING 
LOSS OF CONTROL 

 The designer of any control scheme must consider the potential failure modes 
of control paths and, for certain critical control functions, provide a means to 
achieve a safe state during and after a path failure. Examples of critical control 
functions are emergency stop and overtravel stop, power outage and restart. 

 Separate or redundant control paths must be provided for critical control 
functions. 

 System control paths may include communication links. Consideration must be 
given to the implications of unanticipated transmission delays or failures of the 
link. 

 Observe all accident prevention regulations and local safety guidelines.1 

 Each implementation of this equipment must be individually and thoroughly 
tested for proper operation before being placed into service. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death, serious injury, or 
equipment damage. 

1 For additional information, refer to NEMA ICS 1.1 (latest edition), "Safety 
Guidelines for the Application, Installation, and Maintenance of Solid State Control" 
and to NEMA ICS 7.1 (latest edition), "Safety Standards for Construction and Guide 
for Selection, Installation and Operation of Adjustable-Speed Drive Systems" or 
their equivalent governing your particular location. 
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Before You Begin 

The products specified in this document have been tested under actual service 
conditions.  Of course, your specific application requirements may be different from 
those assumed for this and any related examples described herein.  In that case, 
you will have to adapt the information provided in this and other related documents 
to your particular needs.  To do so, you will need to consult the specific product 
documentation of the hardware and/or software components that you may add or 
substitute for any examples specified in this documentation.  Pay particular attention 
and conform to any safety information, different electrical requirements and 
normative standards that would apply to your adaptation. 

 

 WARNING 
REGULATORY INCOMPATIBILITY 

Be sure that all equipment applied and systems designed comply with all 
applicable local, regional and national regulations and standards. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death, serious injury, or 
equipment damage. 

 

The use and application of the information contained herein require expertise in the 
design and programming of automated control systems.  Only the user or integrator 
can be aware of all the conditions and factors present during installation and setup, 
operation, and maintenance of the machine or process, and can therefore 
determine the automation and associated equipment and the related safeties and 
interlocks which can be effectively and properly used.  When selecting automation 
and control equipment, and any other related equipment or software, for a particular 
application, the user or integrator must also consider any applicable local, regional 
or national standards and/or regulations. 

 

Some of the major software functions and/or hardware components used in the 
proposed architectures and examples described in this document cannot be 
substituted without significantly compromising the performance of your application.  
Further, any such substitutions or alterations may completely invalidate any 
proposed architectures, descriptions, examples, instructions, wiring diagrams and/or 
compatibilities between the various hardware components and software functions 
specified herein and in related documentation.  You must be aware of the 
consequences of any modifications, additions or substitutions.  A residual risk, as 
defined by EN/ISO 12100-1, Article 5, will remain if: 

 it is necessary to modify the recommended logic and if the added or modified 
components are not properly integrated in the control circuit. 

 you do not follow the required standards applicable to the operation of the 
machine, or if the adjustments to and the maintenance of the machine are 
not properly made (it is essential to strictly follow the prescribed machine 
maintenance schedule). 

 the devices connected to any safety outputs do not have mechanically-linked 
contacts. 
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   About the Book 

 

 CAUTION 
EQUIPMENT INCOMPATIBILITY 

Read and thoroughly understand all device and software documentation before 
attempting any component substitutions or other changes related to the 
application examples provided in this document. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in injury or equipment 
damage. 

 

Start-up and Test 

Before using electrical control and automation equipment after design and 
installation, the application and associated functional safety system must be 
subjected to a start-up test by qualified personnel to verify correct operation of the 
equipment.  It is important that arrangements for such testing be made and that 
enough time is allowed to perform complete and satisfactory testing. 

 

 CAUTION 
EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD 

 Verify that all installation and set up procedures have been completed. 

 Before operational tests are performed, remove all blocks or other temporary 
holding means used for shipment from all component devices. 

 Remove tools, meters and debris from equipment. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in injury or equipment 
damage. 

 

Verify that the completed system, including the functional safety system, is free from 
all short-circuits and grounds, except those grounds installed according to local 
regulations.  If high-potential voltage testing is necessary, follow the 
recommendations in equipment documentation to help prevent injury or equipment 
damage. 
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Operation and Adjustments 

Regardless of the care exercised in the design and manufacture of equipment or in 
the selection and ratings of components, there are hazards that can be encountered 
if such equipment is improperly installed and operated. 

In some applications, such as packaging machinery, additional operator protection 
such as point-of-operation guarding must be provided.  This is necessary if the 
hands and other parts of the body are free to enter the pinch points or other 
hazardous areas where serious injury can occur.  Software products alone cannot 
protect an operator from injury.  For this reason, the software cannot be substituted 
for or take the place of point-of-operation protection. 

 

 WARNING 
UNGUARDED MACHINERY CAN CAUSE SERIOUS INJURY 

 Do not use this software and related automation equipment on equipment 
which does not have point-of-operation protection. 

 Do not reach into machinery during operation. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death, serious injury, or 
equipment damage. 

 

Ensure that appropriate safeties and mechanical/electrical interlocks related to 
point-of-operation protection have been installed and are operational before placing 
the equipment into service.  All interlocks and safeties related to point-of-operation 
protection must be coordinated with the related automation equipment and software 
programming. 

NOTE:  Coordination of safeties and mechanical/electrical interlocks for point-of-
operation protection is outside the scope of the examples and implementations 
suggested herein.  

It is sometimes possible to adjust the equipment incorrectly and this may produce 
unsatisfactory or unsafe operation.  Always use the manufacturer instructions as a 
guide to functional adjustments.  Personnel who have access to these adjustments 
must be familiar with the equipment manufacturer instructions and the machinery 
used with the electrical equipment. 

Only those operational adjustments actually required by the machine operator 
should be accessible to the operator.  Access to other controls should be restricted 
to help prevent unauthorized changes in operating characteristics. 

 

User Comments 

We welcome your comments about this document. You can reach us by e-mail at 
techcomm@schneider-electric.com. 

 

mailto:techcomm@schneider-electric.com


   1. Description 

1. Description 

1.1. Presentation 
This example presents the system functions of the M258 Logic Controller. These 
functions are located in the M258 PLCSystem library. 

The controller’s program is created using SoMachine software. 

In this example, these system functions are used to obtain information (Read 
functions) and send command (Write functions) to the controller system. 

 
Related SoMachine project: PLC_Diagnostic_M258.project 
 

Supported SoMachine Languages:  CFC  IL 
 ST  FBD 
 LD  SFC 

Key features: PLC Diagnostic, System Functions, System Variables. 

Requirements: To use this example, the user must have: 

 installed SoMachine V3.1 on a PC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Download  
&  

Monitoring 

M258 logic controller 

TM5 Bus 
Exchange 

PC with SoMachine TM5 Analog 
Inputs Module 

 

NOTE: Because the PLC Diagnostic functions used in this example’s program are 
system functions, do not run this example in SIMULATION mode. 

 

 

 
NOTE: This example guide is also applicable to any LCM058 Motion Controller. If 
you use a LMC058 Motion Controller, then any reference to a Modicon M258 Logic 
Controller Guide given in this example guide must be adapted to refer to the 
corresponding Modicon LMC058 Motion Controller Guide. 
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 1. Description 

1.2. Main Features 
The main features of this example include: 

 Reading the immediate physical value of an expert input and comparing it with its 
logical state. A loop is processed in this example’s program to increase the time 
duration between the moment the logical state of this expert input is determined 
by the controller (at the beginning of each MAST task cycle) and the moment the 
DM72FGetImmediateInput function is called (after this loop) to obtain this 
input’s immediate physical value. 

 Detecting the type of the controller’s current restart: cold start or warm start. The 
APP0 LED of the controller is used to display this information. 

 Configuration of a weekly RTC (Real Time Clock) drift correction during the first 
cycle of the controller’s MAST task. 

 Monitoring the number of successive TM5 bus cycles with invalid exchanges 
between the M258 controller and its TM5 module number 4. The APP1 LED of 
the controller is used to display if these exchanges are valid or invalid. 

 Use example of the controller’s system functions. 
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   1. Description 

 

1.3. Functional Analysis of the Example 
The program described in this example, whatever its programming language, 
performs the following treatments: 

Reading the immediate physical value of an expert input: 
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 1. Description 

Detecting the type of the controller’s current restart and using the APP0 LED 
to display this information: 

 

Configuration of a weekly RTC drift correction during the first cycle of the 
controller’s MAST task: 
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   1. Description 

Monitoring the number of successive TM5 bus cycles with invalid exchanges 
and using the APP1 LED to display if these exchanges are valid: 

 

 

In these diagrams, the  green boxes  indicate where the functions of the 
M258 PLCSystem library are used. 
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 1. Description 

 

1.4. Functions Used in this Example 
The Functions (and Function Blocks) used in this example are listed below, grouped 
by library: 

 M258 PLCSystem library (Schneider Electric) 
or LMC058 PLCSystem library (Schneider Electric) 

These two libraries feature the same system Functions, listed below: 

Function Description Location in the Input Assistant 

DM72FGetImmediateInput Read input of an embedded Expert I/O 

GetTM5Delay 
Get the number of TM5 bus cycles without valid 
exchange 

IsFirstMastColdCycle Indicate if cycle is the first MAST cold start cycle 

IsFirstMastCycle Indicate if cycle is the first MAST cycle 

IsFirstMastWarmCycle Indicate if cycle is the first MAST warm start cycle 

Module Calls 
  { } SEC 
   ReadFunctions 

SetLEDBehaviour Determine the behavior of a LED 

SetRTCDrift Adjust the Real Time Clock each week 

Module Calls 
  { } SEC 
   WriteFunctions 

 

 Standard library (System) 

Function Description Location in the Input Assistant 

R_TRIG Detect a rising edge Function Blocks  { } Standard  Trigger 

 

 SysTimeRtc library (System) 

Function Description Location in the Input Assistant 

SysTimeRtcConvertDateToUtc Converts date & time into timestamp 

SysTimeRtcConvertUtcToDate Converts timestamps into date & time 

SysTimeRtcGet Returns current controller real time clock 

SysTimeRtcSet Sets the controller real time clock 

Module Calls 
  { } SysTimeRtc 
   Standard 
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   1. Description 

Please refer to the SoMachine online help. 

NOTE: In the remaining sections of this document, the former sentence instructs 
you to refer to the online help of SoMachine which is accessible through the upper-

right  help button. 

Please refer to the SoMachine online help for detailed information on these 
Functions and Function Blocks: Function description, Graphical representation, I/O 
Variables description, and more. 

 

 

To install these libraries in your own project, please refer to Library Manager (see 
page 28). 
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 1. Description 

 

1.5. Hardware Installation 

Required Devices 

USB

Pgr Port
Controller2a

or
2b

3
1

TM5 
Module

4

 
N° Designation Reference Use or Description 

1 SoMachine Software MSD CHNLMUA SoMachine Software, 1-station license, installed on a PC 

2a Terminal port/USB 
port cordset 

TCS XCN AM UM3P From the mini-B USB port on the Modicon M258 base to the 
type A USB port on the PC terminal for programming the 
controller; length: 3 m (10 ft) 

2b Programming cable BMX XCA USB H018 Same as TCS XCN AM UM3P, but with two ground 
connections along the cable; length: 1.8 m (6 ft) 

3 M258 controller TM258 •••••••••• Compact base logic controller 

4 Analog Input 
Module 

TP5SAI2PH 2 Resistor Temperature Inputs 

 

Please refer to the Modicon M258 Logic Controller Hardware Guide for the 
hardware setup of this device. 
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   2. Description of the Example Content 
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2. Description of the Example Content 

In SoMachine, the configuration of the example is made with the following device: 

 1 Logic Controller: TM258LF42DT4L 

The program of the M258 controller is made of the following items: 

 Global Variable List (GVL): This example does not use any global variable. 
By default, SoMachine creates any new program with an empty GVL. 

 Library Manager: List of the libraries linked to the programs of this example. 

 ST program: Contains the source code for implementing what is described 
in Functional Analysis of the Example (see page 15). This is the default
program since it is called by the MAST task of the controller. 

 

 LD program: Translation of the ST program into LD language. To run this 
program on the controller, instead of the ST program, change the POU 
called by the MAST task of the controller from PLC_PRG_ST to 
PLC_PRG_LD. 

 CFC program: Translation of the ST program into CFC language. To run 
this program on the controller, instead of the ST program, change the POU 
called by the MAST task of the controller from PLC_PRG_ST to 
PLC_PRG_CFC. 

 Task Configuration: The standard MAST task, cyclically called every 20ms. 

 

Example of content visible in the Devices panel of the  Program  tab: 

 

 



 3. Creation of the Project 

3. Creation of the Project 

The steps listed in the following table describe how to create the SoMachine project, 
including the device(s) used in this example. No details are given here since it is 
assumed that you already know the Basic commands of SoMachine. 

Step Action 

1 In the Create new machine part of the  Home  tab, select Start with empty project to 
create a new SoMachine project. 

Give this new project the following name: PLC_Diagnostic_M258. 

2 In the  Configuration  tab, add a TM258LF42DT4L Logic Controller. 

 

NOTE: Details on the selected controller are displayed in the Information section of 
SoMachine. 

SoMachine controller version: Defines the version of the selected controller; it is 
displayed in the Information section of SoMachine. 

Target controller firmware version: Defines the firmware version of your controller. This 
version is shown when you select your controller’s node, as shown in Downloading the 
Example to the Controller (see page 57). 

For compatibility purposes between a SoMachine controller version and a target 
controller firmware version, only the first three numbers of a version must be identical. In 
the preceding picture, the 2.0.2.30 SoMachine controller version is compatible with any 
2.0.2.•• target controller firmware version.  

For each controller model, SoMachine only presents the latest available version. If you 
check the  Display all versions (for expert only) option, SoMachine will list all 
supported controller firmware versions. However, a good practice consists in using the 
latest available version and updating the firmware of your controller, if required. Please 
refer to the Modicon M258 Controller Programming Guide. 
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   3. Creation of the Project 
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Step Action 

3 Rename this controller to M258_Controller. 

4 Click the  Add Expa…  side button of the M258_Controller to add an expansion module. 

 

NOTE: In this example, a TM5 Module is required to test the GetTM5Delay Function. 



 3. Creation of the Project 
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Step Action 

5 In the Add device window that is displayed: 

 In the Vendor drop-down menu, select Schneider Electric. 

 Expand the contents of the TM5 Analog I/O Modules group. 

 Expand the contents of the Inputs group. 

 Select the TM5SAI2PH device. 

 Click the  Add and close  button. 

 

This adds the TM5SAI2PH device on the side of the M258_Controller and closes this 
window. 

NOTE: Because this device is only used to test TM5 Bus communications, no particular 
configuration is required: its default configuration will be kept. 

6 Optional step 

This step shows you how to determine the value for the NodeId input of the 
getTM5Delay Function. This value corresponds to the address of the TM5SAI2PH 
expansion module because the getTM5Delay Function will be used to monitor the 
exchanges with this module: 

 Double-click on the image of the TM5SAI2PH expansion module. 

 



   3. Creation of the Project 
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Step Action 

  In the I/O Configuration tab of the central panel, note the value of the Module 
address parameter. 

In the case of this example, this value is equal to 4 and will be used to initialize 
the TM5NodeID variable. This variable is then used to update the NodeId input of 
the getTM5Delay Function. 

NOTE: This parameter is grayed because it is a read-only parameter. 

 

 Click the  Back  button to revert to the main  Configuration  tab. 

7 Save your new project. 

 



 4. Wiring the Controller’s Expert I/O 

 

4. Wiring the Controller’s Expert I/O 

Before wiring the controller’s Expert I/O, you must first refer to the Modicon M258 
Logic Controller Hardware Guide. 

The following diagram is an adaptation of the Wiring Diagram, given in the 
Modicon M258 Logic Controller Hardware Guide, to the usage made by this 
example of the controller’s inputs located on both of its Expert I/O modules, 
DM72F0 and DM72F1. 

  

(1) Internal electronics 

(2) 24Vdc Embedded expert modules power by external connection 
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   4. Wiring the Controller’s Expert I/O 

In this diagram, these Expert I/O are used as follows: 

 DM72F0 ► DI0: A push-button is used to change the physical value of this 
digital input; pushing this button will set this input to TRUE (24V) and releasing 
it will set this input to FALSE (0V). The address of this input is %IX0.0. 

NOTE: As shown below (default configuration of the DM72F0 Expert I/O 
module’s I0 input), a 4 ms integrator filter is applied to this input. The controller 
applies this filter to the physical DI0 input to obtain the logical I0 input. 

 

 DM72F1 ► DI0: A push-button is used to set the date and time of the 
controller; pushing this button will trigger a call of the SysTimeRTCSet 
Function. The address of this input is %IX3.0. 
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 5. Library Manager 

 

5. Library Manager 

The steps listed in the following table describe how to add and/or check the list of 
the libraries linked to this example. 

Step Action 

1 Select the  Program  tab. 

In the Devices tree view, double-click on the Library Manager to open the list of the 
libraries linked to the Application software of this example. 

2 Check that the M258 PLCSystem and Standard libraries are already linked, as shown 
below: 

 

NOTE: These libraries are grayed to inform that they have been automatically linked to 
the program upon addition of the M258 controller to the project and that they cannot be 
removed. 

3 Click on the Add library… command of the Library Manager. 
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Step Action 

4 In the Add Library window that is displayed: 

 Select (All companies) in the Company drop-down menu. 

 Check that the  Group by category option is already checked. 

If this not the case, check this option (). 

 Click on the System category to open it. 

 Click on its SysLibs sub-category to open it. 

 Select the SysTimeRtc library. 

 Click the OK button. 

 

 This adds the SysTimeRtc library to the list of libraries linked to the project. 

 



 6. ST, LD, or CFC Program 

6. ST, LD, or CFC Program 

Each of the following three chapters describes how to create the program used in 
the example. Choose the language of your program (CFC, LD, or ST) and refer to 
the corresponding chapter: 

• ST Program ........................................................................................... 31 

• LD Program ........................................................................................... 36 

• CFC Program ........................................................................................ 49 

You only need to write your SoMachine program in one of these three languages. 

 

In addition, each of these three chapters begins with detailed explanations of any 
optional steps. 
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6.1. ST Program 
 

Step Action 

1 Creation of the POU: Create a new POU in ST language, called PLC_PRG_ST. 

 

Upon creation of this POU, it is automatically opened by SoMachine. 

2 ST variables: In the upper part of the ST editor, declare the following variables: 
PROGRAM PLC_PRG_ST 
VAR CONSTANT 
    (* Constant for the Cycle Time increasing loop *) 
    c_uCOUNTER_VALUE            : UDINT := 130000; 
    (* Constant giving the gap, in seconds, to send to the Controller as drift correction 
*) 
    c_iRTC_DRIFT                : SINT (-29..29) := 13; 
    (* Constant giving the day of the week the drift correction must be done *) 
    c_tDATE                     : DAY_OF_WEEK := DAY_OF_WEEK.TUESDAY; 
    (* Constants giving the hour and minute of the selected day the drift correction must 
be done *) 
    c_iHOUR                     : HOUR   := 14; 
    c_iMINUTE                   : MINUTE := 39; 
END_VAR 
VAR 
 
    (************************************) 
    (* DM72FGetImmediateInput Variables *) 
    (************************************) 
 
    (* Variable for the Cycle Time increasing loop *) 
    v_uCounterLoop              : UDINT := 0; 
 
    (* DM72FGetImmediateInput Output: Error --> TRUE if an error was detected *) 
    v_xDM72F_Error              : BOOL  := FALSE; 
    (* DM72FGetImmediateInput Output: Error ID --> Gives detail of the error, if any *) 
    v_tDM72F_ErrID              : DM72F_IMMEDIATE_ERR_TYPE := 
DM72F_IMMEDIATE_ERR_TYPE.DM72F_IMMEDIATE_UNKNOWN; 
    (* Memorization of the DM72FGetImmediateInput Error ID, if any *) 
    v_tReport_Error             : DM72F_IMMEDIATE_ERR_TYPE := 
DM72F_IMMEDIATE_ERR_TYPE.DM72F_IMMEDIATE_UNKNOWN; 
    (* Trigger used for Error ID memorization *) 
    R_TRIG_DM72F_Error          : R_TRIG; 
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Step Action 
    (* Variable used to memorize the physical value of Input I1.0 *) 
    v_xIO_Value                 : BOOL  := FALSE; 
    (* Rising Trigger on physical value of Input I1.0 *) 
    R_TRIG_IO_Value             : R_TRIG; 
    (* Rising Trigger on logical value of Input I1.0 *) 
    R_TRIG_Input10              : R_TRIG; 
 
    (* Variable used to indicate that physical value of Input I1.0 is the first raised 
signal *) 
    v_xIO_Value_IsFirstToRise   : BOOL  := FALSE; 
    (* Variable used to indicate that logical value of Input I1.0 is the first raised 
signal *) 
    v_xIO_Value_IsLastToRise    : BOOL  := FALSE; 
 
    (**********************************) 
    (* IsFirstMastColdCycle Variables *) 
    (**********************************) 
 
    (* Variables used to detect a cold restart *) 
    v_xCR                       : BOOL  := FALSE; 
    v_xColdRestart              : BOOL  := FALSE; 
    (* Variable used to memorize a cold restart *) 
    v_xIsColdRestart            : BOOL  := FALSE; 
 
    (**********************************) 
    (* IsFirstMastWarmCycle Variables *) 
    (**********************************) 
 
    (* Variables used to detect a warm restart *) 
    v_xWR                       : BOOL := FALSE; 
    v_xWarmRestart              : BOOL := FALSE; 
    (* Variable used to memorize a warm restart *) 
    v_xIsWarmRestart            : BOOL := FALSE; 
 
    (**********************************) 
    (* IsFirstMastCycle Variables     *) 
    (**********************************) 
 
    (* Variable used to detect the first Cycle *) 
    v_xFC                       : BOOL := FALSE; 
 
    (*************************) 
    (* SetRTCDrift Variables *) 
    (*************************) 
 
    (* SetRTCDrift Output: Error --> RTC_OK if no error was detected *) 
    v_tRTCDrift_Error           : RTCSETDRIFT_ERROR := RTCSETDRIFT_ERROR.RTC_OK; 
 
    (*****************************) 
    (* Set and Get RTC Variables *) 
    (*****************************) 
 
    (* Rising Trigger on logical value of Input I3.0 used to update Date and Time of the 
Controller *) 
    R_TRIG_Input30      : R_TRIG; 
    (* Number of seconds elapsed since 1970 january, the 1st, read on the Controller *) 
    v_dNb_Seconds       : DWORD := 0; 
    (* Date and Time read from the Controller *) 
    v_tActualDate       : SYSTIMEDATE; 
    (* Date and Time written on the Controller; default date and time = 14/06/2011 at 
14:37:00.000 *) 
    (* Note: Here, the "wDayOfWeek" element is not initialized because it is irrelevant. 
*) 
    v_tDate             : SYSTIMEDATE := (wYear         := 2011, 
                                          wMonth        :=    6, 
                                          wDay          :=   14, 
                                          wHour         :=   14, 
                                          wMinute       :=   37, 
                                          wSecond       :=    0, 
                                          wMilliseconds :=    0); 
    (* Variable used for Diag on SysTimeRtcConvertUtcToDate *) 
    v_uConvertDateOK    : UDINT := 0; 
    (* Variable used for Diag on SysTimeRtcConvertDateToUtc *) 
    v_uConvertUtcOK     : UDINT := 0; 
    (* Variable used for Diag on SysTimeRtcSet *) 
    v_uTimeOK           : DWORD := 0; 
    (* Variable used for Diag on SysTimeRtcGet *) 
    v_upResult          : UDINT := 0; 
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Step Action 
    (* Date and Time converted into seconds elapsed since 1970 january, the 1st *) 
    v_dConvertedDate    : DWORD := 0; 
 
    (*************************) 
    (* GetTM5Delay Variables *) 
    (*************************) 
 
    (* GetTM5Delay Input: NodeID --> 4, in this example, for the address of the targeted 
TM5 Module *) 
    TM5NodeID           : USINT := 4; 
    (* GetTM5Delay Output: GetTM5Delay --> -1 if TM5 Delay is too long *) 
    v_iTM5Delay         : DINT (-1..3) := 0; 
    (* Variables used to memorize the state of TM5 Module and to lit LED APP0 *) 
    v_xDiagOK           : BOOL  := FALSE; 
    v_xDiagError        : BOOL  := FALSE; 
 
    (*****************************) 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Variables *) 
    (*****************************) 
 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Output: Error ID --> Gives detail of the error if any *) 
    v_tLED0_BHV_ERROR   : LED_BHV_ERROR := NO_ERROR; 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Input: LED_BHV gives the LED APP0 turning on mode *) 
    v_tLED0_BHV         : LED_BHV       := LED_OFF; 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Input: LED_COLOR gives the LED APP0 turning on color *) 
    v_tLED0_Color       : LED_COLOR     := LED_RED; 
 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Output: Error ID --> Gives detail of the error if any *) 
    v_tLED1_BHV_ERROR   : LED_BHV_ERROR := NO_ERROR; 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Input: LED_BHV gives the LED APP1 turning on mode *) 
    v_tLED1_BHV         : LED_BHV       := LED_OFF; 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Input: LED_COLOR gives the LED APP1 turning on color *) 
    v_tLED1_Color       : LED_COLOR     := LED_RED; 
 
END_VAR 

 

3 ST program: In the lower part of the ST editor, implement the following program: 
(************************************************) 
(*** Read one input of an embedded Expert I/O ***) 
(*** Function(s): DM72FGetImmediateInput      ***) 
(************************************************) 
 
(* Implementation of the Cycle Time increasing loop *) 
v_uCounterLoop := 0; 
WHILE (v_uCounterLoop < c_uCOUNTER_VALUE) DO 
    v_uCounterLoop := v_uCounterLoop + 1; 
END_WHILE 
 
(* DM72FGetImmediateInput Function used to read the physical value of DI0 input (Input 0) 
from DM72F0 (Block 0) *) 
v_xIO_Value := DM72FGetImmediateInput( 
    Block := 0, 
    Input := 0, 
    Error := v_xDM72F_Error, 
    ErrID := v_tDM72F_ErrID); 
 
(* Comparison of physical and logical values to determine which one is raised first *) 
(* 1) Physical value *) 
R_TRIG_IO_Value.CLK := v_xIO_Value; 
(* Function Block call *) 
R_TRIG_IO_Value(); 
(* Rising Edge of the physical value to start the comparison AND Logical value at FALSE *) 
IF R_TRIG_IO_Value.Q AND NOT Input_10 THEN 
    v_xIO_Value_IsFirstToRise := TRUE; 
END_IF 
(* 2) Logical value *) 
R_TRIG_Input10.CLK := Input_10; 
(* Function Block call *) 
R_TRIG_Input10(); 
(* Rising Edge of the logical value to start the comparison AND Physical value at FALSE *) 
IF R_TRIG_Input10.Q AND NOT v_xIO_Value THEN 
    v_xIO_Value_IsLastToRise := TRUE; 
END_IF 
 
(* Memorization of DM72FGetImmediateInput Error ID, if any *) 
R_TRIG_DM72F_Error.CLK := v_xDM72F_Error; 
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Step Action 
(* Function Block call *) 
R_TRIG_DM72F_Error(); 
IF R_TRIG_DM72F_Error.Q THEN 
    v_tReport_Error := v_tDM72F_ErrID; 
END_IF 
 
 
(************************************************) 
(*** Detection of the first MAST cycle's type ***) 
(*** Function(s): IsFirstMastColdCycle        ***) 
(***              IsFirstMastWarmCycle        ***) 
(************************************************) 
 
(* Detection of Cold Restart Type during the first MAST cycle *) 
v_xCR := IsFirstMastColdCycle(); 
IF v_xCR THEN 
    (* Memorization of the Cold Restart *) 
    v_xColdRestart := TRUE; 
END_IF 
 
(* Detection of Warm Restart Type during the first MAST cycle *) 
v_xWR := IsFirstMastWarmCycle(); 
IF v_xWR THEN 
    (* Memorization of the Warm Restart *) 
    v_xWarmRestart := TRUE; 
END_IF 
 
(* Selection of the Restart Type *) 
v_xIsColdRestart := (v_xColdRestart AND NOT v_xWarmRestart); 
v_xIsWarmRestart := (v_xWarmRestart AND NOT v_xColdRestart); 
 
 
(*********************************************) 
(*** Reporting the first MAST cycle's type ***) 
(*** Function(s): SetLEDBehaviour          ***) 
(*********************************************) 
 
(* Configuration of the APP0 LED regarding the Restart Type *) 
IF v_xIsColdRestart THEN 
    v_tLED0_BHV   := LED_ON; 
    v_tLED0_Color := LED_GREEN; 
END_IF 
 
IF v_xIsWarmRestart THEN 
    v_tLED0_BHV   := LED_BLINK; 
    v_tLED0_Color := LED_GREEN; 
END_IF 
 
(* SetLEDBehaviour Function used to light the APP0 LED and to configure its frequency 
and/or color *) 
v_tLED0_BHV_ERROR := SetLEDBehaviour( 
    LedId    := LED_0, 
    LedColor := v_tLED0_Color, 
    LedBhv   := v_tLED0_BHV); 
 
 
(******************************************************) 
(*** Configuration of a weekly RTC drift correction ***) 
(*** and setting or reading the date and time       ***) 
(*** Function(s): IsFirstMastCycle                  ***) 
(***              SetRTCDrift                       ***) 
(***              SysTimeRtcConvertDateToUtc        ***) 
(***              SysTimeRtcConvertUtcToDate        ***) 
(***              SysTimeRtcGet                     ***) 
(***              SysTimeRtcSet                     ***) 
(******************************************************) 
 
(* IsFirstMastCycle Function used to detect the First MAST Cycle of the Controller *)     
v_xFC := IsFirstMastCycle(); 
IF v_xFC THEN 
    (* SetRTCDrift Function used to configure the Real Time Clock (RTC) drift *) 
    (* correction of the Controller; this correction is performed each week.  *) 
    v_tRTCDrift_Error := SetRTCDrift( 
        (* RtcDrift - Value of the gap, in seconds, used to readjust the RTC *) 
        RtcDrift := c_iRTC_DRIFT, 
        (* Day - Day of the week this readjustment must be done *) 
        Day      := c_tDATE, 
        (* Hour + Minute - Moment of the selected day this readjustment must be done *) 
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Step Action 
        Hour     := c_iHOUR, 
        Minute   := c_iMINUTE); 
END_IF 
 
(* Controller's Date and Time setting *) 
R_TRIG_Input30.CLK := Input_30;  
(* Function Block call *) 
R_TRIG_Input30(); 
(* Rising Edge on the DI0 input of the DM72F1 module to change the date and time *) 
IF R_TRIG_Input30.Q THEN 
    (* SysTimeRtcConvertDateToUtc Function converts Date and Time   *) 
    (* into a number of seconds elapsed since 1970 january, the 1st *) 
    v_uConvertUtcOK := SysTimeRtcConvertDateToUtc( 
        pDate           := v_tDate, 
        pdwTimestampUtc := v_dConvertedDate); 
    (* SysTimeRtcSet Function sends this number of seconds      *) 
    (* to the controller in order to set its Date and Time.     *) 
    (* Result = OK (0) or Internal operation error detected (1) *) 
    v_uTimeOK := SysTimeRtcSet( ulTimestamp := v_dConvertedDate ); 
END_IF 
 
(* Controller's Real Time Clock reading *) 
 
(* SysTimeRtcGet Function reads the number of seconds elapsed since 1970 january, the 1st 
*) 
v_dNb_Seconds := SysTimeRtcGet( pResult := v_upResult ); 
(* SysTimeRtcConvertUtcToDate Function converts this number *) 
(* of seconds into a standard date and time structure.      *) 
(* Result = OK (0) or Internal operation error detected (1) *) 
v_uConvertDateOK := SysTimeRtcConvertUtcToDate( 
    dwTimestampUtc := v_dNb_Seconds, 
    pDate          := v_tActualDate); 
 
 
(***********************************************) 
(*** Monitoring the number of TM5 bus cycles ***) 
(*** with invalid exchanges                  ***) 
(*** Function(s): GetTM5Delay                ***) 
(***********************************************) 
 
(* GetTM5Delay Function used to monitor the number of TM5 bus cycles with *) 
(* invalid exchanges with the targeted TM5 module (TM5 module number 4)   *) 
v_iTM5Delay  := GetTM5Delay( NodeId := TM5NodeID ); 
(* The result is considered as being OK if the number of invalid TM5 cycles   *) 
(* is equal to 0 (OK) or greater than 0 (number of successive invalid cycles) *) 
v_xDiagOK    := (v_iTM5Delay >= 0); 
(* The result is considered as being Not OK if the number of invalid TM5 cycles *) 
(* is equal to -1 (more than 3 successive invalid cycles)                       *) 
v_xDiagError := (v_iTM5Delay = -1); 
 
 
(***********************************************) 
(*** Reporting the validity of the exchanges ***) 
(*** with the targeted TM5 module            ***) 
(*** Function(s): SetLEDBehaviour            ***) 
(***********************************************) 
 
(* Configuration of the APP1 LED regarding the result of the GetTM5Delay Function *) 
IF v_xDiagOK AND NOT v_xDiagError THEN 
    v_tLED1_BHV   := LED_ON; 
    v_tLED1_Color := LED_GREEN; 
ELSIF v_xDiagError THEN 
    v_tLED1_BHV   := LED_3_FLASH; 
    v_tLED1_Color := LED_RED; 
ELSE 
    v_tLED1_BHV   := LED_ON; 
    v_tLED1_Color := LED_RED; 
END_IF 
 
(* SetLEDBehaviour Function used to light the APP1 LED and to configure its frequency 
and/or color *) 
v_tLED1_BHV_ERROR := SetLEDBehaviour( 
    LedId    := LED_1, 
    LedColor := v_tLED1_Color, 
    LedBhv   := v_tLED1_BHV); 
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6.2. LD Program 
The following table presents optional steps that give you information on how to 
program in LD language. 

Step Action 

1 Optional step 

How to display titles and comments in LD language 

 Select the Options… command of the Tools menu. 

 Select, in the Options window, the FBD, LD and IL editor section. 

 If you wish to add a title and/or a comment for each LD network, check the 
 Show network title and/or the  Show network comment options, as shown 
below: 
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Step Action 

2 Optional step 

How to add the EN/ENO pins on a Function Block 

In this example, these pins are used on three Functions: SetRTCDrift, 
SysTimeRtcConvertDateToUtc, and SysTimeRtcSet. 

This optional step indicates how to append the additional Boolean enable input EN and 
Boolean output ENO (Enable Out) to any Function or Function Block. These two pins are 
used to enable (TRUE) or disable (FALSE) the execution of the Functions or Function 
Blocks on which they are used. Please refer to the SoMachine online help: search for 
additional Boolean ENO. 

 

 In the View part of the FBD/LD/IL menu, select the View as function block 
diagram mode. 
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Step Action 

  Select, in your LD program, the LD network where you want to add a Function 
Block (or a Function). 

 In the FBD/LD/IL menu, execute the Insert Box with EN/ENO command. 
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Step Action 

  In the Input Assistant window that displays, select the Function blocks category 
if you wish to add a Function Block or the Module Calls category, if you wish to 
add a Function. 

 Select the Function Block (or the Function) you wish to add in your program. 

In the following dialog display the SetRTCDrift Function of the M258 PLCSystem 
library is selected. The location of this Function Block is given in Functions Used 
in this Example (see page 18): 

 

 

  Click OK. 

This adds the selected Function Block (or Function) to your program with the two 
EN and ENO pins. 

 In the View part of the FBD/LD/IL menu, you can now select the View as ladder 
logic mode to return to the default view mode. 
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Step Action 

3 Optional step 

How to use the Insert Empty Box Command 

Sometimes, the Empty Box created by the Insert Empty Box command does not work 
with a Function or Function Block. 

This is the case with this example: The Empty Box is not compatible with the 
GetTM5Delay Function of the M258 PLCSystem library and with the SysTimeRtcGet 
Function of the SysTimeRtc library. 

Because of this, you must use the Insert Box command, instead of the Insert Empty 
Box command, for these Functions. 

If, in your own programs the Empty Box is incompatible with a Function or Function Block 
instance, then you must also use the Insert Box command instead of the Insert Empty 
Box command. 

Example: In the following dialog display, the SysTimeRtcGet Function is rejected by an 
Empty Box; in this case, the Insert Box command must be used: 

 
 Select, in your LD program, the LD network where you want to add a Function 

Block (or a Function). 

 In the FBD/LD/IL menu, execute the Insert Box command. 
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Step Action 

  In the Input Assistant window that is displayed, select the Function blocks 
category if you wish to add a Function Block or the Module Calls category if you 
wish to add a Function. 

 Select the Function Block (or the Function) you wish to add in your program. 

In the following dialog display, the SysTimeRtcGet Function of the SysTimeRtc 
library is selected: 

NOTE: The location of this Function is given in Functions Used in this Example 
(see page 18). 

 

  Click OK. 

This adds the selected Function Block (or Function) to your program. 
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Step Action 

4 Creation of the POU: Create a new POU in LD language, called PLC_PRG_LD. 

 

Upon creation of this POU, it is automatically opened by SoMachine. 

5 LD variables: In the upper part of the LD editor, declare the following variables: 
PROGRAM PLC_PRG_LD 
VAR CONSTANT 
    (* Constant for the Cycle Time increasing loop *) 
    c_uCOUNTER_VALUE            : UDINT := 130000; 
    (* Constant giving the gap, in seconds, to send to the Controller as drift 
correction *) 
    c_iRTC_DRIFT                : SINT (-29..29) := 13; 
    (* Constant giving the day of the week the drift correction must be done *) 
    c_tDATE                     : DAY_OF_WEEK := DAY_OF_WEEK.TUESDAY; 
    (* Constants giving the hour and minute of the selected day the drift correction 
must be done *) 
    c_iHOUR                     : HOUR   := 14; 
    c_iMINUTE                   : MINUTE := 39; 
END_VAR 
VAR 
 
    (************************************) 
    (* DM72FGetImmediateInput Variables *) 
    (************************************) 
 
    (* Variable for the Cycle Time increasing loop *) 
    v_uCounterLoop              : UDINT := 0; 
 
    (* DM72FGetImmediateInput Output: Error --> TRUE if an error was detected *) 
    v_xDM72F_Error              : BOOL  := FALSE; 
    (* DM72FGetImmediateInput Output: Error ID --> Gives detail of the error, if any 
*) 
    v_tDM72F_ErrID              : DM72F_IMMEDIATE_ERR_TYPE := 
DM72F_IMMEDIATE_ERR_TYPE.DM72F_IMMEDIATE_UNKNOWN; 
    (* Memorization of the DM72FGetImmediateInput Error ID, if any *) 
    v_tReport_Error             : DM72F_IMMEDIATE_ERR_TYPE := 
DM72F_IMMEDIATE_ERR_TYPE.DM72F_IMMEDIATE_UNKNOWN; 
    (* Trigger used for Error ID memorization *) 
    R_TRIG_DM72F_Error          : R_TRIG; 
 
    (* Variable used to memorize the physical value of Input I1.0 *) 
    v_xIO_Value                 : BOOL  := FALSE; 
    (* Rising Trigger on physical value of Input I1.0 *) 
    R_TRIG_IO_Value             : R_TRIG; 
    (* Rising Trigger on logical value of Input I1.0 *) 
    R_TRIG_Input10              : R_TRIG; 
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Step Action 
 
    (* Variable used to indicate that physical value of Input I1.0 is the first raised 
signal *) 
    v_xIO_Value_IsFirstToRise   : BOOL  := FALSE; 
    (* Variable used to indicate that logical value of Input I1.0 is the first raised 
signal *) 
    v_xIO_Value_IsLastToRise    : BOOL  := FALSE; 
 
    (**********************************) 
    (* IsFirstMastColdCycle Variables *) 
    (**********************************) 
 
    (* Variable used to detect a cold restart *) 
    v_xColdRestart              : BOOL  := FALSE; 
    (* Variable used to memorize a cold restart *) 
    v_xIsColdRestart            : BOOL  := FALSE; 
 
    (**********************************) 
    (* IsFirstMastWarmCycle Variables *) 
    (**********************************) 
 
    (* Variable used to detect a warm restart *) 
    v_xWarmRestart              : BOOL := FALSE; 
    (* Variable used to memorize a warm restart *) 
    v_xIsWarmRestart            : BOOL := FALSE; 
 
    (*************************) 
    (* SetRTCDrift Variables *) 
    (*************************) 
 
    (* SetRTCDrift Output: Error --> RTC_OK if no error was detected *) 
    v_tRTCDrift_Error           : RTCSETDRIFT_ERROR := RTCSETDRIFT_ERROR.RTC_OK; 
 
    (*****************************) 
    (* Set and Get RTC Variables *) 
    (*****************************) 
 
    (* Rising Trigger on logical value of Input I3.0 used to update Date and Time of 
the Controller *) 
    R_TRIG_Input30      : R_TRIG; 
    (* Number of seconds elapsed since 1970 january, the 1st, read on the Controller 
*) 
    v_dNb_Seconds       : DWORD := 0; 
    (* Date and Time read from the Controller *) 
    v_tActualDate       : SYSTIMEDATE; 
    (* Date and Time written on the Controller; default date and time = 14/06/2011 at 
14:37:00.000 *) 
    (* Note: Here, the "wDayOfWeek" element is not initialized because it is 
irrelevant. *) 
    v_tDate             : SYSTIMEDATE := (wYear         := 2011, 
                                          wMonth        :=    6, 
                                          wDay          :=   14, 
                                          wHour         :=   14, 
                                          wMinute       :=   37, 
                                          wSecond       :=    0, 
                                          wMilliseconds :=    0); 
    (* Variable used for Diag on SysTimeRtcConvertUtcToDate *) 
    v_uConvertDateOK    : UDINT := 0; 
    (* Variable used for Diag on SysTimeRtcConvertDateToUtc *) 
    v_uConvertUtcOK     : UDINT := 0; 
    (* Variable used for Diag on SysTimeRtcSet *) 
    v_uTimeOK           : DWORD := 0; 
    (* Variable used for Diag on SysTimeRtcGet *) 
    v_upResult          : UDINT := 0; 
    (* Date and Time converted into seconds elapsed since 1970 january, the 1st *) 
    v_dConvertedDate    : DWORD := 0; 
 
    (*************************) 
    (* GetTM5Delay Variables *) 
    (*************************) 
 
    (* GetTM5Delay Input: NodeID --> 4, in this example, for the address of the 
targeted TM5 Module *) 
    TM5NodeID           : USINT := 4; 
    (* Variables used to memorize the state of TM5 Module and to lit LED APP0 *) 
    v_xDiagOK           : BOOL  := FALSE; 
    v_xDiagError        : BOOL  := FALSE; 
    v_xDiagOKorError    : BOOL  := FALSE; 
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Step Action 
 
    (*****************************) 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Variables *) 
    (*****************************) 
 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Output: Error ID --> Gives detail of the error if any *) 
    v_tLED0_BHV_ERROR   : LED_BHV_ERROR := NO_ERROR; 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Input: LED_BHV gives the LED APP0 turning on mode *) 
    v_tLED0_BHV         : LED_BHV       := LED_OFF; 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Input: LED_COLOR gives the LED APP0 turning on color *) 
    v_tLED0_Color       : LED_COLOR     := LED_RED; 
 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Output: Error ID --> Gives detail of the error if any *) 
    v_tLED1_BHV_ERROR   : LED_BHV_ERROR := NO_ERROR; 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Input: LED_BHV gives the LED APP1 turning on mode *) 
    v_tLED1_BHV         : LED_BHV       := LED_OFF; 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Input: LED_COLOR gives the LED APP1 turning on color *) 
    v_tLED1_Color       : LED_COLOR     := LED_RED; 
 
END_VAR 
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Step Action 

6 LD program: In the lower part of the LD editor, implement the following program: 
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Step Action 
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Step Action 
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Step Action 
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6.3. CFC Program 
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Step Action 

1 Creation of the POU: Create a new POU in CFC language, called PLC_PRG_CFC. 

  

Upon creation of this POU, it is automatically opened by SoMachine. 

2 CFC variables: In the upper part of the CFC editor, declare the following variables: 

 
PROGRAM PLC_PRG_CFC 
VAR CONSTANT 
    (* Constant for the Cycle Time increasing loop *) 
    c_uCOUNTER_VALUE            : UDINT := 130000; 
    (* Constant giving the gap, in seconds, to send to the Controller as drift correction 
*) 
    c_iRTC_DRIFT                : SINT (-29..29) := 13; 
    (* Constant giving the day of the week the drift correction must be done *) 
    c_tDATE                     : DAY_OF_WEEK := DAY_OF_WEEK.TUESDAY; 
    (* Constants giving the hour and minute of the selected day the drift correction must 
be done *) 
    c_iHOUR                     : HOUR   := 14; 
    c_iMINUTE                   : MINUTE := 39; 
END_VAR 
VAR 
 
    (************************************) 
    (* DM72FGetImmediateInput Variables *) 
    (************************************) 
 
    (* Variable for the Cycle Time increasing loop *) 
    v_uCounterLoop              : UDINT := 0; 
 
    (* DM72FGetImmediateInput Output: Error --> TRUE if an error was detected *) 
    v_xDM72F_Error              : BOOL  := FALSE; 
    (* DM72FGetImmediateInput Output: Error ID --> Gives detail of the error, if any *) 
    v_tDM72F_ErrID              : DM72F_IMMEDIATE_ERR_TYPE := 
DM72F_IMMEDIATE_ERR_TYPE.DM72F_IMMEDIATE_UNKNOWN; 
    (* Memorization of the DM72FGetImmediateInput Error ID, if any *) 
    v_tReport_Error             : DM72F_IMMEDIATE_ERR_TYPE := 
DM72F_IMMEDIATE_ERR_TYPE.DM72F_IMMEDIATE_UNKNOWN; 
    (* Trigger used for Error ID memorization *) 
    R_TRIG_DM72F_Error          : R_TRIG; 
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Step Action 
 
    (* Variable used to memorize the physical value of Input I1.0 *) 
    v_xIO_Value                 : BOOL  := FALSE; 
    (* Rising Trigger on physical value of Input I1.0 *) 
    R_TRIG_IO_Value             : R_TRIG; 
    (* Rising Trigger on logical value of Input I1.0 *) 
    R_TRIG_Input10              : R_TRIG; 
 
    (* Variable used to indicate that physical value of Input I1.0 is the first raised 
signal *) 
    v_xIO_Value_IsFirstToRise   : BOOL  := FALSE; 
    (* Variable used to indicate that logical value of Input I1.0 is the first raised 
signal *) 
    v_xIO_Value_IsLastToRise    : BOOL  := FALSE; 
 
    (**********************************) 
    (* IsFirstMastColdCycle Variables *) 
    (**********************************) 
 
    (* Variable used to detect a cold restart *) 
    v_xColdRestart              : BOOL  := FALSE; 
    (* Variable used to memorize a cold restart *) 
    v_xIsColdRestart            : BOOL  := FALSE; 
 
    (**********************************) 
    (* IsFirstMastWarmCycle Variables *) 
    (**********************************) 
 
    (* Variable used to detect a warm restart *) 
    v_xWarmRestart              : BOOL := FALSE; 
    (* Variable used to memorize a warm restart *) 
    v_xIsWarmRestart            : BOOL := FALSE; 
 
    (*************************) 
    (* SetRTCDrift Variables *) 
    (*************************) 
 
    (* SetRTCDrift Output: Error --> RTC_OK if no error was detected *) 
    v_tRTCDrift_Error           : RTCSETDRIFT_ERROR := RTCSETDRIFT_ERROR.RTC_OK; 
 
    (*****************************) 
    (* Set and Get RTC Variables *) 
    (*****************************) 
 
    (* Rising Trigger on logical value of Input I3.0 used to update Date and Time of the 
Controller *) 
    R_TRIG_Input30      : R_TRIG; 
    (* Date and Time read from the Controller *) 
    v_tActualDate       : SYSTIMEDATE; 
    (* Date and Time written on the Controller; default date and time = 14/06/2011 at 
14:37:00.000 *) 
    (* Note: Here, the "wDayOfWeek" element is not initialized because it is irrelevant. 
*) 
    v_tDate             : SYSTIMEDATE := (wYear         := 2011, 
                                          wMonth        :=    6, 
                                          wDay          :=   14, 
                                          wHour         :=   14, 
                                          wMinute       :=   37, 
                                          wSecond       :=    0, 
                                          wMilliseconds :=    0); 
    (* Variable used for Diag on SysTimeRtcConvertUtcToDate *) 
    v_uConvertDateOK    : UDINT := 0; 
    (* Variable used for Diag on SysTimeRtcConvertDateToUtc *) 
    v_uConvertUtcOK     : UDINT := 0; 
    (* Variable used for Diag on SysTimeRtcSet *) 
    v_uTimeOK           : DWORD := 0; 
    (* Variable used for Diag on SysTimeRtcGet *) 
    v_upResult          : UDINT := 0; 
    (* Date and Time converted into seconds elapsed since 1970 january, the 1st *) 
    v_dConvertedDate    : DWORD := 0; 
 
    (*************************) 
    (* GetTM5Delay Variables *) 
    (*************************) 
 
    (* GetTM5Delay Input: NodeID --> 4, in this example, for the address of the targeted 
TM5 Module *) 
    TM5NodeID           : USINT := 4; 
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Step Action 
    (* Variables used to memorize the state of TM5 Module and to lit LED APP0 *) 
    v_xDiagOK           : BOOL  := FALSE; 
    v_xDiagError        : BOOL  := FALSE; 
 
    (*****************************) 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Variables *) 
    (*****************************) 
 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Output: Error ID --> Gives detail of the error if any *) 
    v_tLED0_BHV_ERROR   : LED_BHV_ERROR := NO_ERROR; 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Input: LED_BHV gives the LED APP0 turning on mode *) 
    v_tLED0_BHV         : LED_BHV       := LED_OFF; 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Input: LED_COLOR gives the LED APP0 turning on color *) 
    v_tLED0_Color       : LED_COLOR     := LED_RED; 
 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Output: Error ID --> Gives detail of the error if any *) 
    v_tLED1_BHV_ERROR   : LED_BHV_ERROR := NO_ERROR; 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Input: LED_BHV gives the LED APP1 turning on mode *) 
    v_tLED1_BHV         : LED_BHV       := LED_OFF; 
    (* SetLEDBehaviour Input: LED_COLOR gives the LED APP1 turning on color *) 
    v_tLED1_Color       : LED_COLOR     := LED_RED; 
 
END_VAR 

 

3 CFC program: In the lower part of the CFC editor, implement the following program: 
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Step Action 
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Step Action 
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Step Action 

 

 

4 Order By Data Flow 

When you have finished implementing this CFC program, perform the following steps to 
correctly set the execution order of its blocks: 

 Right-click on an empty area of the central worksheet. 

 In the Execution Order part of the contextual menu, execute the Order By Data 
Flow command. 
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7. Running the Example 

7.1. MAST Task Configuration 
 

Step Action 

1 In the Devices tree view: 

 Expand the contents of the M258_Controller (TM258LF42DT4L) item. 

 Double-click on the MAST task of the Task Configuration item. 

 Click on the Add POU command. 
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Step Action 

2 In the Input Assistant window that is displayed: 

 Select your program. 

In the following dialog display, the ST Program (see page 31), PLC_PRG_ST, is
selected: 

 

3 Click OK. 

This adds the selected POU to the list of programs run by the MAST task of the 
controller. 
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7.2. Downloading the Example to the Controller 
The steps listed in the following table describe how to download the example to the 
controller. If needed, please refer to the SoMachine online help for further 
information on these steps: search for Communication Settings. 

Step Action 

1 Connect the USB programming cable between your PC and the M258 controller. 

Please refer to Hardware Installation (see page 20) for the reference and usage of this
cable. 

 

2 In the Devices tree view, double-click on the M258_Controller (TM258LF42DT4L) item 
to open the configuration panel. 

3 In the Communication Settings tab of this panel. 

 Click on the Gateway-1 node 

 Click on the  Scan network  button 

If the controller is switched on and connected to your PC with the USB programming 
cable, it will be detected by SoMachine as shown below: 

 

In this example, the TM258LF42DT4L @0080F44015E7 controller has been detected. 
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Step Action 

4 Select this controller’s node and click on the  Set active path  button. 

 

This will show SoMachine the way to reach your controller. 

Option: Uncheck the  Secure online mode box to avoid validation messages during 
future online modifications. 

NOTE: The firmware version of your controller is displayed as the Target Version. 
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Step Action 

5 The following window will display and prompts you to confirm your choice: 

 Read the hazard message; 

 Simultaneously press the <Alt> and <F> keys to validate your choice and close 
this window; 

 Or, click on the Cancel button if you can not comply with the statements in the 
hazard message. 

 

6 Click on the  Login button of the toolbar to establish a connection from SoMachine to 
the controller. 

7a If you download the current project to the controller for the first time and if there is no 
project on the controller, the following window is displayed: 

 

Click Yes to download the Application software to the controller. 

7b If you download the current project to the controller for the first time and if there is 
another project on the controller, the following window is displayed: 

 

Click Yes to download the Application software to the controller. 
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Step Action 

7c If you already have downloaded the current project to the controller, the following window 
displays if new modifications were made to this project: 

 

 Select the  Login with download choice. 

 Click OK to download the Application software to the controller. 

7d If you already have downloaded the current project to the controller, the connection is 
immediate if no modifications were made to this project. 

8 Wait for the completion of the download operation. 

Once it is finished, the status bar of SoMachine displays the state of the controller: 
    STOP     

9 Click on the  Start button of the toolbar to run the Application software on the 
controller. 

The state of the controller switches from     STOP     to      RUN      
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7.3. Running the Example on the Controller 
The steps listed in the following table describe how to use the example, once it has 
been downloaded to the controller. 

Step Action 

1 In the Devices panel, double-click on your PLC_PRG program to open it (e.g. 
PLC_PRG_ST if you previously selected this program as the program run by the MAST 
task of your controller). 

This command opens the program in the central panel of SoMachine; the online values of 
the variables used by this program are also displayed, as shown below: 

 

2 Reading the immediate physical value of an expert input using the 
 DM72FGetImmediateInput  Function: 

The DM72FGetImmediateInput Function immediately reads the current value of an 
input of the controller’s DM72F0 or DM72F1 Expert I/O module. It can be useful, in a slow 
program (i.e. if a task’s cycle time is long), if a high reactivity is required. In this case, it 
provides an input’s current value to the program, without waiting for the Read Inputs 
operation of the program’s next cycle. Please refer to the SoMachine online help for 
information on the Read Inputs operation: search for Task Types. 

This step shows that the physical value of an input (read by the 
DM72FGetImmediateInput Function) rises from FALSE to TRUE before the logical 
value of the same input (updated at the beginning of each cycle). 

To test this behavior, proceed as follows: 

 Send a 1 second pulse on the DI0 input of the DM72F0 Expert I/O module 
(input address: %I1.0). 

 Check that the value of v_xIO_Value_IsFirstToRise switches to TRUE. 

 Check that the value of v_xIO_Value_IsLastToRise stays equal to FALSE. 

NOTE: If the pulse’s rising edge on the DI0 input occurred after the 
DM72FGetImmediateInput Function call, none of these 2 variables switches 
to TRUE. In this case, you must restart this test. 
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Step Action 

 NOTE: A Cycle Time increasing loop is present at the beginning of the program to 
simulate a slow program. 

If the controller switches to     STOP     with a     Program loaded – EXCEPTION     
message being displayed at the bottom of the SoMachine window, then this loop is too 
long. In this case, you must decrease the value of the c_uCOUNTER_VALUE constant and 
download the example to the controller (see page 57). 

3 Detecting the type of the controller’s current restart using the 
 IsFirstMastColdCycle  and  IsFirstMastWarmCycle  Functions, and displaying this 
information on the APP0 LED using the  SetLEDBehaviour  Function: 

The APP0 LED is lit or blinking, depending on the controller’s current type of Restart: 
Cold Restart or Warm Restart. 

To test these Functions, proceed as follows: 

 Check that the APP0 LED is green and permanently lit. 

This indicates that the current type of Restart is Cold Restart: this is the first 
Restart since the last program download to the controller. 

 Check that the value of the v_xIsColdRestart variable is equal to TRUE. 

 Check that the value of the v_xIsWarmRestart variable is equal to FALSE. 

 Select the Reset warm command of the Online menu. 

  

 Click Yes to confirm the Reset warm command. 

 Click the  Start button of the toolbar to restart the Application software on 
the controller. 

 Check that controller’s state switches from     STOP     to      RUN    . 

 Check that the APP0 LED is green and blinking at a frequency of 2.5 Hz. 

 Check that the value of the v_xIsColdRestart variable is equal to FALSE. 

 Check that the value of the v_xIsWarmRestart variable is equal to TRUE. 
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Step Action 

4 Configuring a weekly RTC drift correction during the first cycle of the controller’s 
MAST task using the  IsFirstMastCycle  and  SetRTCDrift  Functions: 

Because the SetRTCDrift Function must only be called during the controller’s first 
cycle, the IsFirstMastCycle Function provides a suitable trigger for this Function call. 

To test these functions, proceed as follows: 

 Send a pulse on the DI0 input of the DM72F1 Expert I/O module 
(input address: %I3.0). 

 Check that the v_tActualDate variable is set to 2011-06-14-14:37:00 and that 
it is updated on each new second. 

 Wait during 2.5 minutes (i.e. 2'30"). 

 Check that the v_tActualDate variable directly jumps from 2011-06-14-
14:39:30 to 2011-06-14-14:39:43 (+13 seconds), before continuing to be updated 
on each new second.  

In fact, this variable switches to 2011-06-14-14:39:44 in less than one second, 
since one second elapses between 2011-06-14-14:39:30 and 2011-06-14-
14:39:44. 

 

NOTE: In this example, the amount of the drift correction is set using the c_iRTC_DRIFT 
constant, whose value is equal to 13. 
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Step Action 

5 Monitoring the number of successive TM5 bus cycles with invalid exchanges using 
the  GetTM5Delay  Function, and reporting the validity of these exchanges on the 
APP1 LED using the  SetLEDBehaviour  Function: 

The APP1 LED is green and lit, or red and blinking, depending on the status of the 
TM5SAI2PH Analog Inputs Module previously configured (see page 23). 

To test these Functions, proceed as follows: 

 Click on the  Stop button of the toolbar. 

 Click on the  Logout button of the toolbar. 

 Power off the controller. 

 Plug the TM5SAI2PH Module into the TM5 bus of the controller. 

 Power on the controller and wait till the end of its initialization. 

 Click on the  Login button of the toolbar. 

 Click on the  Start button of the toolbar. 

 Check that APP1 LED is green and permanently lit. 

 Check that the v_xDiagOK variable is equal to TRUE. 

 Check that the v_xDiagError variable is equal to FALSE. 

 Click on the  Logout button of the toolbar. 

 Power off the controller. 

 Remove the TM5SAI2PH Module from the TM5 bus of the controller. 

 Power on the controller and wait till the end of its initialization. 

 Click on the  Login button of the toolbar. 

 Check that APP1 LED is red and blinking 3 times every 2 seconds. 

 Check that the v_xDiagOK variable is equal to FALSE. 

 Check that the v_xDiagError variable is equal to TRUE. 

NOTE: For simplification purposes, in this example, the NOTE for the 
SetLEDBehaviour Function in the SoMachine online help has not been inspected. This 
NOTE tells that LED colors are controlled separately and that they can be mixed. It also 
tells that the current color (red or green) must be turned off before lighting the new one 
(green or red). 

Please note that you could use this feature, for example, to make a green LED that also 
blinks in red: for the same LED, the green color is lit and the red color is blinking. 

In the case of this example, the APP1 LED is actually both green and blinking red if the 
controller starts its program after it is powered on. To test this case, restart the current 
test, but without using the  Stop and  Start buttons: the program starts as soon as 
the controller is initialized. What happens then is described below: 

 At first, the TM5 Module is not ready  The APP1 LED is red and blinking 3 times 
every 2 seconds (the red color of this LED has been configured to be blinking). 

 Then, the TM5 Module is ready  The APP1 LED is green, but also red and blinking 
3 times every 2 seconds (the red color of this LED is still blinking and its green color 
has been configured to be lit). 
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